Every n-edge colored n-regular graph G naturally gives rise to a simple abstract n-polytope, the colorful polytope of G, whose 1-skeleton is isomorphic to G. The paper describes colorful polytope versions of the associahedron and cyclohedron. Like their classical counterparts, the colorful associahedron and cyclohedron encode triangulations and flips, but now with the added feature that the diagonals of the triangulations are colored and adjacency of triangulations requires color preserving flips. The colorful associahedron and cyclohedron are derived as colorful polytopes from the edge colored graph whose vertices represent these triangulations and whose colors on edges represent the colors of flipped diagonals.
Introduction
There are interesting connections between abstract polytopes and edge colored regular graphs. Every n-edge colored n-regular graph G naturally gives rise to a simple abstract n-polytope, called the colorful polytope of G, whose 1-skeleton is isomorphic to G and whose higher-rank structure is built from G by following precise instructions encoded in G (see [1] ). In this paper we describe colorful polytope versions of two well-known convex polytopes, the associahedron and the cyclohedron.
The associahedron is a simple convex polytope first described combinatorially by Stasheff [16] in 1963. It is often called the Stasheff polytope. Its combinatorial structure was studied independently by Tamari [17] as a partially ordered set of bracketings of a nonassociative product of factors. A realization of this structure as a convex polytope was discovered by Lee [9] , as well as by Haiman and Milnor in unpublished work, see also [5] and [12] for excellent references. There are other realizations of the associahedron, for instance, the realization of Shnider & Sternberg [13] using planar binary trees. See also Loday [10] for an algorithm that uses trees to find realizations with integer coordinates. The classical associahedron arises as a special case of the more general construction of secondary polytopes due to Fomin & Zelevinsky [8] . These generalized associahedra also include the cyclohedron, a simple convex polytope first described as a combinatorial object in Bott & Taubes [2] in connection with knot theory, and independently as a geometric polytope by Simion [14] .
The ordinary associahedron and cyclohedron can be constructed as convex polytopes that encode triangulations and flips. Their colorful polytope versions, the colorful associahedron and colorful cyclohedron, respectively, are abstract polytopes that similarly encode triangulations and flips, but now with the new feature that the diagonals of the triangulations are colored and adjacency of triangulations requires color preserving flips. The colorful associahedron and colorful cyclohedron are combinatorial coverings of the ordinary associahedron and cyclohedron, respectively. The paper is organized as follows. We begin in Section 2 with a brief review of basic concepts for graphs and abstract polytopes. Then Sections 3 and 4 investigate the combinatorial structure of the colorful associahedron and establish its covering relationship with the classical associahedon. In Section 5 we determine the automorphism group of the colorful associahedron. Finally, Section 6 describes the structure of the colorful cyclohedron.
The last author wishes to dedicate this paper to the memory of his long-term colleague and friend, Andrei Zelevinsky, who recently passed away.
Basic notions
We begin with a brief review of some terminology for graphs and abstract polytopes. See [6, 11] for further basic definitions and results.
Let G be a finite simple graph (without loops or multiple edges), and let V (G) denote its vertex set and E(G) its edge set. An edge coloring of G is an assignment of colors to the edges of G such that adjacent edges are colored differently; this is an n-edge coloring if n colors are used. The minimum number n for which G admits an n-edge coloring is called its chromatic index and is denoted by χ 1 (G).
Let ∆(G) denote the maximum degree among the vertices of G. Clearly ∆(G) ≤ χ 1 (G), and it was established in [18] that χ 1 (G) ≤ ∆(G) + 1. Thus finite graphs G either have χ 1 (G) = ∆(G) or χ 1 (G) = ∆(G) + 1. Throughout this paper we are mainly interested in connected n-regular graphs G of the first type, that is, graphs with χ 1 (G) = ∆(G) = n. Any such (n-regular) graph, equipped with an n-edge coloring, is called a properly edge colored graph.
An automorphism of a finite simple (uncolored) graph G is a permutation of the vertices of G that preserves the edges of G. By Γ(G) we denote the group of all automorphisms of G. (This is a digression from [6] .) Now suppose G is a properly edge colored graph and f : E(G) → R the underlying edge coloring map, where R is the set of colors used. An automorphism γ ∈ Γ(G) is called color preserving if γ preserves the color of every edge of G; that is, f (γ(e)) = f (e) for every edge e of G. More generally we say that γ ∈ Γ(G) is color respecting if f (γ(e)) = f (γ(e )) whenever e, e are edges with f (e) = f (e ). Thus there are two interesting subgroups of Γ(G) associated with the edge coloring of G, namely the subgroup Γ p (G) consisting of all color preserving automorphisms of G, and the subgroup Γ c (G) consisting of all color respecting automorphisms of G. Clearly,
An (abstract) polytope of rank n, or simply an n-polytope, is a partially ordered set P with a strictly monotone rank function with range {−1, 0, . . . , n} satisfying the following conditions. The elements of rank j are called the j-faces of P, or vertices, edges and facets of P if j = 0, 1 or n − 1, respectively. Each flag (maximal totally ordered subset) of P contains exactly n + 2 faces, including a unique minimal face F −1 (of rank −1) and a unique maximal face F n (of rank n). Further, P is strongly flag-connected , meaning that any two flags Φ and Ψ of P can be joined by a sequence of flags Φ = Φ 0 , Φ 1 , . . . , Φ l−1 , Φ l = Ψ, all containing Φ ∩ Ψ, such that Φ i−1 , Φ i are adjacent (differ by exactly one face) for each i = 1, . . . , l. Finally, P satisfies the diamond condition, namely if F is a (j − 1)-face and G a (j + 1)-face with F < G, then there are exactly two j-faces H such that F < H < G.
When F and G are two faces of an n-polytope P with F ≤ G, we call G/F := {H | F ≤ H ≤ G} a section of P. We usually identify a face F with the section F/F −1 . For a face F , the section F n /F is said to be the co-face of P at F , or the vertex-figure at F if F is a vertex.
An automorphism of a polytope P is a bijection of the faces of P that preserves the order. The automorphism group of P is denoted by Γ(P).
We call an abstract polytope of rank n simple if its vertex-figures are isomorphic to (n − 1)-simplices. This generalizes a well-known concept for convex polytopes (see [19] ).
Properly edge colored graphs naturally give rise to abstract polytopes. In fact, the following theorem was established in [1] . Theorem 2.1 Every finite connected properly edge colored n-regular graph G is the 1-skeleton of a simple abstract polytope of rank n, the colorful polytope P G of G.
The face structure of the colorful polytope P G of Theorem 2.1 is best described in terms of a family of equivalence relations on the vertex set of G. As before let f : E(G) → R denote the edge coloring map for G. Given a subset of colors C ⊆ R we define the equivalence relation ∼ C on V (G) as follows: if v, w are vertices of G, then v ∼ C w if and only if there exists a path in G from v to w all of whose edges have colors in C. Then the faces of P G of non-negative ranks can be described as follows.
The faces of rank 0, the vertices, are just the vertices of G. It is convenient to identify faces (of non-negative rank) with their vertex sets (subsets of V (G)), and simply define incidence between two faces by set-theoretic inclusion of their vertex sets. More precisely, for ranks j = 0, 1, . . . , n, the vertex set of a typical j-face F of P G is an equivalence class for the equivalence relation ∼ C associated with a j-element subset C of R. In other words, a typical j-face F of P G can be represented as a pair (C, v), where v is a vertex, C is j-subset of R, and F is the equivalence class of v under ∼ C . We simply write F = (C, v). For C = ∅, that is j = 0, we recover the vertices of G; for C = R we obtain V (G) as (the vertex set of) the n-face of P G . Finally, we simply append the empty set as the face of P G of rank −1.
It was proved in [1] that Γ(P G ) = Γ c (G), that is, the automorphism group of the colorful polytope associated with G is just the color-respecting automorphism group of G.
The colorful associahedron A c n
The classical associahedron is an n-dimensional convex polytope constructed from the triangulations of a convex (n + 3)-gon (for n ≥ 0). In this section we describe the colorful associahedron, a colorful polytope variant covering the face-lattice of the ordinary associahedron.
Suppose N is a convex (n + 3)-gon in the plane with vertices labeled 1, 2, . . . , n + 3 in cyclic order. A triangulation t of N is a tessellation of N by triangles with vertices from among those of N . Any triangulation of N consists of n + 1 triangles and has n diagonals (edges of triangles passing through the interior of N ). We call a diagonal short or long if it joins vertices that are respectively two steps or more than two steps apart on the boundary of N . Let ∆ n denote the set of all triangulations of N . It is well-known (see [15] ) that the number of triangulations of a convex (n + 3)-gon is given by the (n + 1)-st Catalan number, C n+1 , so
If t is a triangulation of N and d is a diagonal of t, then a new triangulation t = t d of N can be obtained from t by flipping d. More precisely, since d is a common edge of two adjacent triangles in t forming a convex quadrilateral, we can replace d by the other diagonal d of this quadrilateral to obtain two new triangles meeting along d , which, together with all other triangles of t, give the new triangulation t of N .
The flipping operations for diagonals determine a graph G n with vertex set ∆ n , the exchange graph. In this graph, two vertices t and t are adjacent if and only if, when viewed as triangulations, t is obtained from t by flipping a diagonal of t. It is well-known that G n is the 1-skeleton of a simple convex n-polytope A n known as the n-dimensional associahedron, or n-associahedron (see [7] ). This polytope has C n+1 vertices, one for each triangulation of N . The vertex-set of a typical j-face of A n consists of all those vertices of A n that, when viewed as triangulations, have a certain set of n − j diagonals in common. In other words, the vertex-set of a typical j-face can be found from any of its vertices t by fixing n − j diagonals of t and allowing all other diagonals to flip.
The 2-associahedron A 2 is a pentagon. The 3-associahedron A 3 is a simple convex 3-polytope with 6 pentagonal faces and 3 square faces (see Figure 1 ). The construction of the colorful associahedron proceeds in a similar way. However now, as an essential new feature, the diagonals of a triangulation (not the edges on the circumference of the underlying polygon) are colored and adjaceny of triangulations requires color preserving flips.
As before, let N be a convex (n+3)-gon with vertices 1, 2, . . . , n+3. A (diagonal-) colored triangulation of N is an ordinary triangulation of N in which the diagonals are assigned a color from an n-set C(N ), the color set, such that any two distinct diagonals have distinct colors. Let ∆ c n denote the set of all colored triangulations of N . Every ordinary triangulation of N gives rise to n! colored triangulations. Hence
This number n! · C n+1 is known as the (n + 1)-st pseudo Catalan number (see [3] ). If t is a colored triangulation and d is any of its colored diagonals, we let supp(t) and supp(d), respectively, denote the underlying uncolored triangulation and uncolored diagonal of N , and call them the support of t and d.
From now on, when the context is that of colored triangulations, we use the term "diagonal" without qualifications to mean "colored diagonal".
If t is a colored triangulation of N and d is a diagonal of t, then a new colored triangulation t (with a new diagonal d ) can be constructed from t by flipping d (while preserving the color of d). Here "flipping" is defined in the same way as before but now for colored diagonals. These flipping operations again determine a (colorful ) exchange graph, now with vertex set ∆ Figure 2 : The exchange graphs G n and G c n when n = 2. support supp(s). This new vertex will generally be different from s but does have the same support as s. These arguments show that we may assume from now on that t and s have the same support. Now suppose t and s have the same underlying triangulation but possibly different colorings of the diagonals. Identifying the n! possible colorings on this triangulation with the elements of the symmetric group S n , and using the fact that S n is generated by transpositions, we see that any coloring can be moved into any other coloring by successively switching exactly two colors at a time. If we can realize any such switch of two colors by a path between vertices in G c n , then the concatenation of these paths in G c n gives a path joining t and s. Hence it suffices to assume from now on that t and s have the same support and that their colorings differ in only two positions, namely in the colors of the diagonals d 1 and d 2 (say) of supp(t) = supp(s).
, we can truncate N at some vertex j by a short diagonal (colored differently than d 1 and d 2 ) to obtain an (n + 2)-gon N , such that t and s, respectively, induce colored triangulations t and s of N which still have d 1 and d 2 as diagonals. Note here that n ≥ 3. By induction applied to the graph G c n−1 for N , we can connect the two corresponding vertices t and s by an edge path in G c n−1 . Now, if we append to each triangulation in this path the triangle that had been cut off from N at j, we obtain an edge path in the original graph G c n joining t and s. Thus the vertices t and s can be connected in G It remains to consider the case when both d 1 and d 2 are short diagonals of supp(t). Now bear in mind that n ≥ 3. In the special case when n = 3 and supp(t) is a triangulation of the hexagon with only short diagonals, we can directly appeal to Recall that the vertices of A c n are just those of the graph G c n (that is, all colored triangulations of N ), so A c n has exactly n! C n+1 vertices. Moreover, since A c n is simple and has rank n, it has exactly (n!) 2 C n+1 flags. (There are n! flags containing a given vertex.) For j = 0, . . . , n, a typical j-face F of A c n can be represented as a pair (C, t), where t is a colored triangulation of N and C is a j-subset of the underlying color set C(N ). In other words, F (or rather, its vertex set) is the equivalence class of t under the equivalence relation ∼ C defined at the end of Section 2; that is, F consists of all vertices of G c n that can be connected to t by an edge path in G c n that uses only edges with colors in C. Thus the vertices, edges, and 2-faces of A c n have representations of the form (∅, t), ({c}, t), and ({c, c }, t), where t is a vertex of G c n and c, c ∈ C(N ), c = c. In particular, a vertex (∅, t) can be identified with t; an edge ({c}, t) is given by {t, t }, where the triangulation t is obtained from t by flipping the diagonal of color c; and a 2-face ({c, c }, t) consists of all those triangulations obtained from t by flipping only diagonals with colors c or c .
The case n = 3 describes the triangulations of the hexagon. The ordinary associahedron A 3 is the convex polyhedron shown in Figure 1 . It has 14 vertices and 9 faces, namely 6 pentagons and 3 quadrilaterals. The colorful associahedron A In this section we show that the ordinary associahedron A n is a quotient of the colorful associahedron A c n by a suitable subgroup of its automorphism group Γ(A c n ). We already observed this relationship for n = 2, where A c 2 is a decagon doubly covering A 2 , a pentagon (see Figure 2 ).
Consider the symmetric group S n , viewed as acting on the underlying n-element color set C(N ). Then each permutation σ ∈ S n induces an automorphism of A c n , again denoted by σ, defined on a face (C, t) of A c n by
where t σ denotes the colored triangulation (with the same support as t) obtained from t by replacing each color c by σ(c) for c ∈ C(N ). It is straightforward to check that σ respects the partial order on A [11, 2D] for the basic properties of quotients). Its set of faces consists of the orbits of faces of A c n under S n ; any two such orbits give incident faces of the quotient if and only if they can be represented as orbits of two incident faces of A c n . Now consider the orbit of a face (C, t) of A c n under S n ; this consists of all faces (σ(C), t σ ) of A c n with σ ∈ S n . Clearly, supp(t σ ) = supp(t) for each σ ∈ S n , so all faces in the orbit of (C, t) have supp(t) as underlying uncolored triangulation. Moreover, since the vertex-set of (C, t) is just the set of colored triangulations obtained from t by performing only flips of diagonals with colors from C, we see that we can just as well think of the vertices of the face (σ(C), t σ ) as the set of images of exactly these colored triangulations under the automorphism σ of A c n . In other words, C and σ(C) really determine the same sets of uncolored diagonals kept fixed in supp(t) = supp(t σ ) when flipping operations are performed to construct (C, t) or (σ(C), t σ ), respectively; these uncolored diagonals are just those that carry the colors that are not in C or not in σ(C), respectively. Thus we may think of the quotient A c n /S n as the ordinary associahedron A n . In summary we could rephrase this by saying that going colorblind on the colorful associahedron yields the ordinary associahedron. More formally, A n is a quotient of A c n , or equivalently, A c n covers A n . In particular, we have proved the following theorem. and relate it to the automorphism group Γ(A n ) of the ordinary associahedron A n . We first establish in Lemma 5.2 that Γ(A n ) is isomorphic to D n+3 , the automorphism group Γ(N ) of the underlying (n + 3)-gon N (see also Ceballos, Santos & Ziegler [4] for a different proof of this fact). Then, for the colorful associahedron, the subgroup S n of Γ(A c
is the direct product of this subgroup S n and a subgroup isomorphic to D n+3 = Γ(A n ).
The ordinary n-associahedron A n contains exactly n + 3 facets isomorphic to the (n − 1)-associahedron A n−1 , as can be seen as follows. For j = 1, . . . , n + 3, let N j denote the (n +
, but when k = j ± 1 these diagonals cannot occur simultaneously as edges in a triangulation of N .
Lemma 5.1 Let n ≥ 2 and γ ∈ Γ(A n ). If γ fixes two facets F j corresponding to adjacent vertices of N , then γ is the identity automorphism.
Proof. The group Γ(A n ) permutes the facets F 1 , . . . , F n+3 , since these are the only facets of A n isomorphic to A n−1 . Now suppose the two facets of A n fixed by γ are F 1 , F 2 (say). Beginning with these two facets we then can work our way around the (n + 3)-gon to show that γ must fix every facet F j of the above kind. In fact, since γ already fixes F 2 and F 1 , it must also fix F 3 , since F 3 is the only facet F j distinct from F 1 which does not meet F 2 . Continuing in this fashion around the (n + 3)-gon we then see that γ must in fact fix every facet F j . (We do not know at this point that γ fixes all facets of A n .)
We now prove the lemma by induction on n. The statement is trivial for n = 2, when A 2 is a pentagon. (In this case γ fixes all edges, so γ is trivial.) Now let n ≥ 3. The facet F 1 is associated with the (n + 2)-gon N 1 and its triangulations, and is isomorphic to A n−1 . Each of the vertices 2, . . . , n + 3 of N 1 gives rise to a facet of F 1 isomorphic to A n−2 . Let (F 1 ) j denote the facet of F 1 for vertex j associated with the (n + 1)-gon (N 1 ) j obtained by truncating N 1 at j. Now, for j = 3, . . . , n + 2, the two facets F 1 and F j of A n are adjacent and meet precisely in this (n − 2)-face (F 1 ) j . This observation allows us to complete the argument. In fact, since γ fixes both F 1 and F j , it must also fix their common (n − 2)-face (F 1 ) j , for each such j. But n ≥ 3, so γ fixes such facets of F 1 corresponding to two adjacent vertices of N 1 , for example, the vertices 3, 4. Hence, by the inductive hypothesis, the restriction of γ to the facet F 1 is the identity automorphism on F 1 . Now choose a flag Φ of A n containing the facet F 1 . As γ is the identity on F 1 , it must also fix the flag Φ. Therefore, since automorphisms are uniquely determined by their effect on a single flag, γ must necessarily be the identity automorphism of A n .
Proof. We know that Γ(A n ) permutes the facets F 1 , . . . , F n+3 . We prove that the permutation action of Γ(A n ) on F 1 , . . . , F n+3 just corresponds to the standard action of the dihedral group D n+3 on 1, . . . , n + 3.
Clearly, the automorphism group D n+3 of N can be viewed as a subgroup of Γ(A n ) acting on the facets F 1 , . . . , F n+3 in just the same way as D n+3 does on 1, . . . , n + 3. By slight abuse of notation we also denote this subgroup of Γ(A n ) by D n+3 . Conversely, suppose γ ∈ Γ(A n ) and γ(F 1 ) = F j for some j. By applying (if need be) an automorphism of A n from D n+3 mapping F j back to F 1 , we may assume that j = 1, that is, F 1 is fixed by γ. Since the facets F 2 and F n+3 are the only facets F k which do not have a vertex in common with F 1 , they are either fixed or interchanged by γ. Once again, by applying (if need be) an automorphism from D n+3 we may further assume that γ also fixes F 2 (and F n+3 ). Now γ fixes two facets associated with two adjacent vertices of N , namely 1, 2, and hence γ is trivial by Lemma 5.1. But now it is immediate that Γ(A n ) = D n+3 ; in fact, modulo D n+3 , each automorphism of A n is equivalent to the identity.
Proceeding with the colorful case we first observe that there are two distinguished subgroups of Γ(A c n ). We already mentioned the subgroup S n acting as in (3) . The second subgroup is isomorphic to Γ(N ) = D n+3 and will again be denoted by D n+3 . In fact, every element γ ∈ D n+3 naturally gives rise to an automorphism of A c n defined by
and again denoted by γ, where t γ is the image of the colored triangulation t under the automorphism γ of N (that is, γ takes supp(t) to supp(t γ ) while preserving the colors on diagonals). Again it is straightforward to check that γ is an automorphism of A c n . First observe that S n centralizes D n+3 , that is, σγ = γσ for all σ ∈ S n , γ ∈ D n+3 . In fact, σγ((C, t)) = σ((C, t γ )) = (σ(C), (t γ ) σ ), and similarly,
for all faces (C, t) of A c n . But (t γ ) σ = (t σ ) γ , since first applying an automorphism γ of N to t and then permuting colors on diagonals of the resulting colored triangulation according to σ, is equivalent to first permuting colors on diagonals of t according to σ and then applying γ to the resulting colored triangulation. Now since S n and D n+3 intersect trivially, they generate a subgroup of Γ(A c n ) isomorphic to S n × D n+3 . Our goal is to show that this subgroup is in fact Γ(A c n ) itself. We exploit the fact that A c n has exactly n(n + 3) facets isomorphic to A Define the families of facets
and
Note that, for any two distinct facets G i,c and G j,c , the number K(i, c, j, c ) of facets in F \ {G i,c , G j,c } that have both a vertex in common with G i,c and a vertex in common with G j,c , is given by
For example, for the first row, a facet G k,c in F that has both a vertex in common with G i,c and a vertex in common with G j,c = G i,c , must have k = i, i ± 1 and c = c, c . This gives (n − 2)((n + 3) − 3) = (n − 2)n choices for k and c , and proves one direction of Lemma 5.3b; the other direction follows from a comparison of the numbers in (5) . Note that the above relationships among facets in F (and hence the numbers in (5) Proof. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 3, let G i,c , G i,c be two distinct facets in F i , and let γ ∈ Γ(A c n ). Suppose γ (G i,c ) = G j,b and γ(G i,c ) G j,b and G k,b of G i,c and G i,c under γ; that  is, K(i, c, i, c ) = K(j, b, k, b ) . Hence, by (5) this shows that j = k. Thus F i is a block of imprimitivity for the action of Γ(A c n ) on F.
Lemma 5.5 Let n ≥ 2 and γ ∈ Γ(A c n ). If γ fixes each facet in F i for some i (considered mod n + 3), and γ(F i+1 ) = F i+1 , then γ is trivial.
Proof. We know from Lemma 5.4 that γ permutes F 1 , . . . , F n+3 . In particular, it follows from our assumptions that γ fixes F i and F i+1 . First we show that γ actually fixes each F j for j = 1, . . . , n + 3. To see this we begin with the two families F i , F i+1 invariant under γ, and work our way around N to establish that γ must leave each family F j invariant. Here we exploit the fact that, given j and k, no facet in F j has a vertex in common with a facet in F k if and only if |k − j| = 1 (see Lemma 5.3) . At the initial step (when j = i + 2), we know that no facet in the family F i+2 has a vertex in common with a facet in F i+1 . As γ is an automorphism of A c n and F i+1 is invariant under γ, the corresponding property continues to hold for γ(F i+2 ) and γ(F i+1 ) = F i+1 . Thus we also must have γ(F i+2 ) = F i+2 . Continuing in this fashion around N we then see that γ fixes each F j .
We now use the first hypothesis on γ to show that γ fixes each facet in each family F j , that is, γ(G j,c ) = G j,c for j = 1, . . . , n + 3 and c ∈ C(N ). By assumption we already know this to hold for j = i, that is, γ(G i,c ) = G i,c for each c ∈ C(N ). Now let c ∈ C(N ). Then the facets in F that have no vertex in common with G i,c comprise the facets G j,c with j = i, as well as the facets lying in F i−1 , F i \ {G i,c } or F i+1 . Now the corresponding statement remains true for the images under γ. Hence, since γ fixes G i,c and leaves every family F j with j = 1, . . . , n + 3 invariant, this forces γ(G j,c ) = G j,c for j = i, i ± 1. As this also holds for j = i (by assumption), γ(G j,c ) = G j,c for each j = i ± 1. Hence, since c was arbitrary, γ acts like the identity on each family F j with j = i ± 1. To extend this to the remaining families F i−1 and F i+1 we can simply replace the distinguished vertex i of N in the above by the vertex i − 3 or i + 3 (mod n + 3), respectively. Thus γ fixes each facet in each family F j .
We now complete the proof by induction on n. The case n = 2 is clear. In this case N is a pentagon and has only short diagonals; hence every facet of the decagon A We claim that then γ either fixes or interchanges the two families F 2 and F n+3 . This is not obvious and can be seen as follows. Each of these two families has the property that none of its facets has a vertex in common with a facet in F 1 . Their images under γ must have the same property, since γ leaves F 1 invariant. Now by Lemma 5.3, if j and k are such that no facet in F j has a vertex in common with a facet in F k , then |k − j| = 1. With j = 1 and k = 2 or n + 3 this then settles our claim.
By applying (if need be) an automorphism of A c n from D n+3 that fixes F 1 but interchanges F 2 and F n+3 , we may further assume that γ leaves each of the families F n+3 , F 1 , F 2 invariant. Note that at this point we have exhausted all possibilities for further applications of automorphisms from D n+3 .
Next we show that, modulo the subgroup S n of Γ(A c n ), we can further achieve that γ fixes every facet in F 1 . In fact, since γ leaves F 1 invariant, it permutes the facets G 1,c in F 1 (or rather, their colors) according to an element σ in S n . Now applying σ −1 then reduces γ to an automorphism that fixes every facet in F 1 . Hence we may assume that γ itself fixes every facet of A c n in F 1 . Thus γ is an automorphism of A c n that satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 5.5. It follows that γ is trivial.
The Colorful Cyclohedron
In this final section we discuss a colorful polytope version of the cyclohedron. The cyclohedron is a convex (n + 1)-polytope whose vertices correspond to the centrally symmetric triangulations of a given centrally symmetric convex (2n + 4)-gon K (see [7] ).
Let K be a centrally symmetric convex (2n + 4)-gon with center o. A diagonal of K is central if it passes through o. We only consider triangulations t of K which are centrally symmetric with respect to o. Every such triangulation t has exactly one diagonal, the central diagonal of t, that passes through o. All other diagonals of t occur in centrally symmetric pairs. There are n such pairs and overall 2n + 1 diagonals in t.
In the colorful version we consider colored triangulations t of K, meaning that all noncentral diagonals receive a color from an n-set of colors C(K) such that the two diagonals in a centrally symmetric pair are colored the same, and any two diagonals from distinct pairs are colored differently. Note that the central diagonal will not receive a color. (In principle we could also color the central diagonals of triangulations but then all central diagonals would have to receive the same color.) Flips of diagonals of t are defined similarly as before, except that now non-central diagonals must be flipped in pairs (while preserving the colors); that is, if a non-central diagonal is flipped, then so is the diagonal that forms a centrally symmetric pair with it. Thus, either the (uncolored) central diagonal is flipped (and becomes again a central diagonal), or the two diagonals in a centrally symmetric pair are flipped simultaneously.
As for the colorful associahedron, the flipping operations determine the (colorful) exchange graph, denoted H c n , whose vertices are the centrally symmetric triangulations of K. Now two vertices t and t of H First note that the central diagonal in a centrally symmetric triangulation t of K naturally "splits t in half", where each half is an ordinary triangulation of a convex (n + 3)-gon K t . (As the two halves are related by the central symmetry in o, we need to consider only one of them.) Thus every vertex t of H c n determines (via its central diagonal) a vertex of the exchange graph G vertices among those of K , triangulate the complements of K in K and of K in K in a
. Suppose γ = αβ with α ∈ S n and β ∈ Γ(N ). (Here, α and β are automorphisms of the facet F e , but a priori not of Z c n itself.) Each (n − 1)-face G of the facet F e is of the form G = (C, t), with t a vertex of F e and C = C(K) \ {c G } for some c G ∈ C(K). Let d G , d G denote the centrally symmetric pair of non-central diagonals of K whose color in t is c G . Flips involved in generating G can only be performed on diagonals distinct from d G , d G and e. However, for reasons similar to those mentioned earlier, an (n − 1)-face G of F e is not generally determined by the diagonals d G , d G and the color c G ; it also depends on the distribution of colors over the regions into which K is dissected by d G , d G and e. Note that, up to relabeling, we may always assume that d G = d i,j := {i, j} and d G = d i,j := {i + n + 2, j + n + 2} for some i and j with 1 ≤ i < j − 1 ≤ n + 2.
By the diamond condition, each (n − 1)-face G of F e lies in exactly one other facet, F G (say), of Z c n . Let F e denote the family of all facets of Z c n distinct from F e which have an (n − 1)-face in common with F e . As γ and β leave F e invariant, they must necessarily permute the facets in F e .
For 1 ≤ i < j − 1 ≤ n + 2, let F In the former case we know that γ is an automorphism of Z c n that acts on the facet F e like the element α of S n ; in particular, γ maps colored triangulations in F e to colored triangulations in F e with the same support. As we remarked earlier, Γ(Z c n ) contains a subgroup isomorphic to S n obtained from the natural action of S n on Z c n . Now let α denote the element of this subgroup induced by the permutation on 1, . . . , n given by α; less formally, α is induced by α. Then it is clear that α −1 γ is an automorphism of Z c n that fixes F e and acts on the entire facet F e like the identity. Hence, since automorphisms of polytopes are determined by the effect on a flag, α −1 γ must in fact be the identity on Z c n . Thus γ = α lies in the copy of S n inside Γ(Z c n ). In the latter case we can think of ρ as the restriction to N , of the combinatorial reflection ρ of K that interchanges the vertices of e (and leaves e invariant). It follows that we can view β as the automorphism induced on F e by the combinatorial automorphism ρ of K (considered modulo ι). Hence, by applying the automorphism of Z c n determined by ρ we can reduce γ modulo D n+2 to an automorphism of Z c n that acts on the facet F e like the element α of S n . But now we can argue as in the previous case and conclude that γ lies in the subgroup S n of Γ(Z c n ). This completes the proof.
Note that a simplified version of our proof also shows that the automorphism group of the ordinary (n + 1)-cyclohedron Z n is given by Γ(Z n ) ∼ = D n+2 .
